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LOGLINE 

Removed for writer confidentiality.  

INTRO 

In devising and submitting this concept, XXXXXX, you’ve clearly hit upon some 
perennial paydirt.  Espionage-set television drama shows have fascinated audiences 
and been wildly popular for as long as television has existed (and on the radio before 
then!).  “Person Of Interest”; “Berlin Station”; “The Blacklist”; “The Americans”; “Burn 
Notice”…and that’s just the recent titles.  Television is always looking for something 
“Old-But-New”, and with XXXXXX you might have found just the right angle.  

CHARACTERS 
 
I would recommend strongly you going back to rework your two main characters, as I’m 
not getting a real sense of who they are here, coming off as seriously unlikeable.  That’s 
fine…if that’s what the show is about.  “House Of Cards” has a slew of nihilistic and 
morally shaky characters.  “Berlin Station” has a set of very good, very flawed character 
sets.   
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These shows can work…but I’m not getting a sense with this Treatment/Bible that the 
XXXXXX storyline is them doing their jobs *despite* their flaws, as it seems  be playing 
up “sexy and shallow” rather than “complex and sordid”.  
 
On the one hand, Jacobe is initially described (Page 2) as “meticulous, witty, sarcastic, 
likeable” and his love interest Hassena is “stunningly beautiful” (not really great to start 
off a description of your female lead with such a shallow description.)  Then (Page 4), 
Jacobe is a “champion of the little guy”…but.  “He considers himself a superhero of 
sorts”.  And then as a manipulative con-man.  Well…that’s a guy I wouldn’t want at my 
back?  “Quick-thinking and resourceful”, perhaps.  
 
When it followed to the breakdown of his character on Page 8, I tuned-out a little bit, 
as the description of Jacobe; his loft (if he’s working in Washington — or Langley, 
Virginia — why is he living in Los Angeles?); his cars, all seemed like an African-
American Matt Helm/James Bond/Miami Vice cliche.  I simply didn’t believe it, I’m 
afraid.   And then Jacobe’s additionally described as misusing his power regularly, while 
having his ex-girlfriend deported.  I don’t think there’s a development executive in the 
entertainment business that would rubber-stamp this project based upon that page of 
description.  I would earnestly advocate you having a fundamental rethink of who this 
character is, and what it is you’re trying to say.  Short of Jacobe being bipolar or having 
multiple personalities, I don’t think you can really justify such a wide and conflicting set 
of character attributes here.   Particularly those unpleasant facets.  
 
Hasseena, similarly, is a bit of a basket-case as-described.  I’m having a hard time 
getting a handle on who she is, or why we — the audience — should care about her.  
She sleeps around behind Jacobe’s back while giving granola bars to the homeless.  
There must be more to her than that?  It’s worth noting that in the Tom Clancy Jack 
Ryan books and movie adaptions, Ryan is also a CIA operative and his wife is a doctor.  
I made the connection instantly, and I’m sure others would too.  But, there’s a way to 
get around similarities like this: brazenly put the comparison front-and-center, and 
make it a selling point rather than a trip-up!  
 
“Imagine Jack Ryan in Paramount’s successful Tom Clancy series.  Clean-cut, well-liked, 
whitebread ex-Marine.  Marrying his childhood sweetheart and rising effortlessly 
through the ranks.  Now imagine the polar opposite of that in Jacobe Black: 
underprivileged scrapper from a broken home, having to struggle against resentment 
and racial disparity while using his wits and charm to get ahead in the “Washington 
Swamp”.  And while Ryan’s wife might be the Betty Crocker homemaker poster-gal, 
Jacobe’s love interest Hassena has her own raft of problems.” Etc, etc.  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There seems to be quite a bit of anecdotal backstory for Jacobe, but mostly it seems to 
be irrelevant given the old axiom: “If it ain’t on the screen, it shouldn’t be on the 
page”.  I question how much of this we’re seeing or hearing about through the series 
(or, at least Season 1).  I would assume that there would be a Pilot Script accompanying 
the Treatment/Bible, and this isn’t a cold-sell?  (Also, I’m not sure if you’re watching the 
current Neil Gaiman adaption of his book “American Gods”, but there’s an almost 
identical airline ticket scene to the one described in this treatment with Ian McShane 
and Ricky Whittle in the recent pilot episode.)  
 
I was surprised when getting to the end of the Treatment/Bible to see the casting of 
Cheadle (who would be great in this), Common, Beharie, etc.  Although you mention 
XXXXXX as dealing with minorities in Government agencies halfway through the 
Treatment, you really should be leading with this in your first paragraph.  Consider: 
 
“XXXXXX centers on a core group of characters, and uniquely explores something 
we’ve never seen before: the role of minorities in the high-level Government 
Intelligence apparatus.  Front and center is the complex Jacobe Black; a brilliant 
wunderkind, who has risen through the ranks to become the first black acting covert 
section head of the CIA.  And in a hothouse like Washington, with simmering racial 
resentment from certain political quarters, it takes a certain kind of man to survive.  In 
the world of intrigue and espionage, Black has learnt the hard way that standing out in 
a crowd brings its own penalties.”  
 
Instantly, we want to know more about this guy.  We’re laying out our agenda: this is 
“Berlin Station” meets “Empire”.  It’s something that hasn’t been seen before: it’s new 
and fresh.  Also bear in mind that while it’s unfortunate we have to bring up the subject 
of politics, as we’ve seen in recent months, the American Republican Party have a very 
worrying racial bias.  Within the world of XXXXXX, and beyond the “Show Baddie” of 
James McAdams and his Alt-Right cronies, there could be any amount of House 
Oversight Committees that have Black in their sights due alone to their narrow 
mindsets.   

Also bear in mind that the Entertainment Industry is predominantly “Liberal”.  There 
may very well be producers at companies right now who would be delighted in seeing 
this idea come across their desks: a Prime Time opportunity for an African-American 
antihero working within the fictional Government, skewering corrupt politicians. 
Beyond simply an action/drama series, XXXXXX could be a powerful tool for redressing 
today’s uncomfortably devolving reality. 
One thing: should our hero really be named “Black”?   
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I understand there’s a delicious post-ironic joke to be had with him explaining his 
name, but there’s also a dangerous “Naked Gun” pun-thing in having him introduce 
himself with a handshake as “Black”, and having some “witty” retort back like 
“Obviously, but I would never mention that myself…”  Just something to consider! 
 
I liked the idea of President Phillips, and the Breast Cancer thing is certainly unique 
(and I’m sure Breast Cancer Awareness groups would welcome a favourable depiction 
of a character with this condition.)  I’d love to see Tripplehorn play that role.  
 
Baron Dahl is an interesting character. Although, given what a veteran he is, I wonder if 
you had considered the ramifications of his relationship with President Phillips?  Their 
association would also have gone back a long way, and in parallel with Jacobe Black’s 
own friendship.   
 
McAdams should definitely be Hurt!  I was surprised in the “Character Wrap-Ups” to 
see that he’s actually the Director of the CIA.  Given today’s political climate, that could 
be a fascinating dynamic to see evolve.  
 
PLOT 
 
The current Treatment/Bible talks about a multiple season overview, but (as with shows 
like “Homeland”) the Russian Dirty Bomb Conspiracy highlighted here is probably only 
sufficient for one Season, with obvious spinoff ramifications going on to the next .  
 
There’s a degree of repetition here, too.  Your “Synopsis” (Page 1) tells us what the 
show is about.  But then at the bottom of Page 2, there’s a section called “What Is Lord 
of Langley?”  Well, these should really be edited down as much as possible and 
combined into one section.  There’s instances of this throughout  
 
I’m finding, XXXXXX, that there’s a little bit of a scattershot methodology in this 
document in jumping from one topic and back again.  It starts to tell us a little about 
Jacobe, then it hops back to plot, and back to Jacobe again.  Define your sections 
absolutely.  Keep you Overview as one thing.  Keep your Plot firmly separate, and list 
your Characters individually.  Allow your ready  be clear on the individual elements.  
And be ruthless with your editing, always.  Keep repetition at a minimum, and strive for 
clarity. 

I would really like to see, in a future version of this document, a rough beat breakdown 
of the Pilot episode of the show, and then also an idea of what the individual episodes 
for the remainder of the season would constitute.   
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With a lot of backstory on show here, it makes me wonder whether we’ll be seeing this 
within the Pilot?  And, if so, will there be enough time left over to go into the 
Inauguration Bomb story, or does this rollover into successive episodes? 

Jacob Black, as described in his “job description” here, seems to have the kind of 
broad reaching remit that gives you ample scope for all manner of “adventures”.  I’m 
curious to see how the “Episode Of The Week” threads through with the overarching 
“Russian Dirty Bomb” Season 1 arc.  It might be worth taking a look at “Madam 
Secretary”, which handles office politics, family drama, and action-espionage hijinks, all 
within a similar continuing “Per Season” overall arc.  

SHOW TITLE 
 
Assessing this project by strictly the title alone before delving into the text, I was a little 
surprised.  XXXXXX as a project name taken at purely face value has a slightly mock 
camp/humorous connotation to it.  It’s the singular “Lord” that’s the issue: it’s a little 
like “George Of The Jungle” or “Raoul Of Beverly Hills”; it makes you immediately 
imagine this might be a pastiche show about a character named (for example) Maxwell 
Lord.   

You might think of expanding “Lord” out to “Lords”.  On one level, it simply sounds 
more “mighty” (“Lords Of Dogtown”, “Lords Of Discipline”, “Lords Of Flatbush”, etc), 
and XXXXXX then doesn’t necessarily make the show focus on just one character 
(assuming that the eponymous “Lord” is Jacobe Black).   
 
There’s also a little “future proofing” allowing here: let’s say that the show is a big hit, 
and ran and ran for multiple seasons.   

If your Jacobe Black lead suddenly decides to quit the show or is fired, or — god 
forbid — dies (we’ve seen those shows where this happens!), you don’t want to be 
saddled then with a vaguely embarrassingly specific title that no longer makes sense.  I 
might be wrong here.  Again: just something to consider.  
 
TREATMENT/BIBLE PRESENTATION 

I’d encourage you very strongly to minimise your use of “security features” in the 
document.  The “Do Not Share” watermark across every page is unnecessarily 
distracting, and doesn’t encourage the reader to want to turn the page.  It’s not a 
production security feature with a specific person or security reference number on it.  It 
just simply isn’t done, professionally.   
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It’s a given that your project will likely have to be submitted through an agent/
manager/attorney, so you have to just entrust your document to the ether, as we all do.  
 
Likewise, you should remove the “XXXXXX PROPRIETARY” headers and footers from 
the document (but especially the title page, where they should not appear.)  If you 
absolutely have to do this, just put a footer in the bulk of the document with a discreet 
font at less than half the size you have now.  I would discourage even this, personally.  
(Worth mentioning that it should also read “Property”, rather than “Proprietary”!)  
 
Your title page formatting should also be reworked, with the entered header:  
 
    XXXXXX 
 
      A Series Treatment  
 
          By  
 
          XXXXXX  
 
The date should be at the bottom right of the page.  Your contact details should be on 
the bottom left.  As mentioned, the copyright disclaimer on the front is overkill.  
 
If you have registered the treatment through either the WGA or through some other 
copyright means, that is sufficient for protecting your basic intellectual property 
requirements, but: let’s face it.  There really isn’t anything you can do to actually protect 
your property if somebody stole it, short of actually going to court.   
 
(Some years ago, I presented a project to Ron Howard’s company, and they bought it.  
I’d partnered with a TV producer, had a team of agents, two managers, and a top 
Century City attorney repressing me.  Even with that formidable team, my producer 
partner cut me out of my own deal with a jaunty “So, sue me!”   
At that point, you weigh your options.)  It’s pretty much acknowledged that after J. 
Michael Straczynski shopped his “Babylon 5” treatment around town, Paramount 
“mysteriously came up with” “Deep Space Nine”.  There’s only so much you can do.  
Right now, you want to give your potential reader every encouragement to be flipping 
the pages, and not turn them off with an “Abandon All Hope Ye Who Enter Here!” 
vibe. 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I would also drop the “Tone” section, as its really just listing your production company 
outlets (Amazon, etc)  and not really likening XXXXXX to a specific show title.  (There’s 
a big difference in actual tone between, say, “Chuck” and “Berlin Station”, for 
example.)  Also, the companies you’re submitting to eventually want to feel “special”, 
and not really be reminded that you’re also shopping the project around to their 
competitors! 

CONCLUSION 
 
Thanks for sending this and giving me the opportunity to look at your concept for 
XXXXXX.  Clearly, your series proposal has unique merit, XXXXXX, and the title is 
enough to intrigue the reader/audience into wanting to know more.  Aside from the 
lack of current focus on Jacobe and Haseena (which will come, with a little more work), 
the rest of your characters sound individualistically fascinating.  What I would like to see 
now is where this plot is going.  You have enough material sketched out here on your 
characters, but it’s time to figure out your story (stories!).   
 
I wish you great success as (I hope!) you draft your Pilot teleplay and submit this 
material to the powers-that-be (and don’t forget Hulu, too!) 

We hope you found this Story Analysis example helpful. 

If you’d like to find out more about our Story Analysis service, you can do so here: 
https://www.scriptreaderpro.com/story-analysis/    

And all of our other script coverage services can be viewed here: https://
www.scriptreaderpro.com/our-script-coverage-services/     

We look forward to working with you, 

The Script Reader Pro team 
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